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Dear Students:

As these past weeks have unfolded, we at Georgetown have pulled together as
a community. We have worked to limit the spread of COVID-19, understanding
that doing so keeps us safe, even as it will save the lives of countless
vulnerable people. We have made decisions, sometimes difficult ones,
accordingly.

Earlier today, President DeGioia announced that Commencement activities will
be postponed until a later date.

I know how disappointing it is, especially to our seniors, to miss this ceremony.
It is to your faculty and advisor, as well. And for me, as Dean, it has been
rewarding beyond measure to be with our graduating class, as its members
finish their undergraduate careers and begin a new phase of their lives. Many
other ceremonies, too, have been important for our graduates. There will
hopefully be opportunities to celebrate all these achievements in the near
future.

Pia Bhatia <pb919@georgetown.edu>
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We are working to preserve the community experience of Commencement, in
the hopes of finding ways to celebrate your achievement as a class. We are, as
Fr. Matt Carnes has said, a communitas ad dispersionem — a community in
dispersion, but fundamentally still connected with one another.

All of the faculty and administration in the College are immensely proud of you.
I wish you well, and I look forward to the day when you can return to campus
and we can be together again.

Yours sincerely,

Dean Celenza

Christopher S. Celenza, Ph.D., Dr.phil.
Dean of Georgetown College
Professor, History and Classics
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Dear Students:

As these past weeks have unfolded, we at Georgetown have pulled together as
a community. We have worked to limit the spread of COVID-19, understanding
that doing so keeps us safe, even as it will save the lives of countless
vulnerable people. We have made decisions, sometimes difficult ones,
accordingly.

Earlier today, President DeGioia announced that Commencement activities will
be postponed until a later date.

I know how disappointing it is, especially to our seniors, to miss this ceremony.
It is to your faculty and advisor, as well. And for me, as Dean, it has been
rewarding beyond measure to be with our graduating class, as its members
finish their undergraduate careers and begin a new phase of their lives. Many
other ceremonies, too, have been important for our graduates. There will
hopefully be opportunities to celebrate all these achievements in the near
future.

We are working to preserve the community experience of Commencement, in
the hopes of finding ways to celebrate your achievement as a class. We are, as
Fr. Matt Carnes has said, a communitas ad dispersionem — a community in
dispersion, but fundamentally still connected with one another.

All of the faculty and administration in the College are immensely proud of you.
I wish you well, and I look forward to the day when you can return to campus
and we can be together again.
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Yours sincerely,

Dean Celenza

Christopher S. Celenza, Ph.D., Dr.phil.
Dean of Georgetown College
Professor, History and Classics
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